Abstract Observation-based modeling case studies of continental boundary layer clouds have been developed to study cloudy boundary layers, aerosol influences upon them, and their representation in cloud-and global-scale models. Three 60 h case study periods span the temporal evolution of cumulus, stratiform, and drizzling boundary layer cloud systems, representing mixed and transitional states rather than idealized or canonical cases. Based on in situ measurements from the Routine AAF (Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Aerial Facility) CLOWD (Clouds with Low Optical Water Depth) Optical Radiative Observations (RACORO) field campaign and remote sensing observations, the cases are designed with a modular configuration to simplify use in large-eddy simulations (LES) and single-column models. Aircraft measurements of aerosol number size distribution are fit to lognormal functions for concise representation in models. Values of the aerosol hygroscopicity parameter, κ, are derived from observations to be~0.10, which are lower than the 0.3 typical over continents and suggestive of a large aerosol organic fraction. Ensemble large-scale forcing data sets are derived from the ARM variational analysis, European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, and a multiscale data assimilation system. The forcings are assessed through comparison of measured bulk atmospheric and cloud properties to those computed in "trial" large-eddy simulations, where more efficient run times are enabled through modest reductions in grid resolution and domain size compared to the full-sized LES grid. Simulations capture many of the general features observed, but the state-of-the-art forcings were limited at representing details of cloud onset, and tight gradients and high-resolution transients of importance. Methods for improving the initial conditions and forcings are discussed. The cases developed are available to the general modeling community for studying continental boundary clouds.
Introduction
Continental boundary layer clouds are important to simulations of weather and climate because of their impact on surface energy and moisture budgets, which are closely linked to moist convection and the atmospheric boundary layer structures and turbulence profiles [e.g., Slingo et al., 2004; Kollias and Albrecht, 2000; Ghate et al., 2010] . Shallow cumulus convection regulates the surface radiation budget [e.g., Berg et al., 2011] and contributes to the preconditioning of deeper convection Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2006; Rio et al., 2009; Zhang and Klein, 2010] . However, the understanding and representation of boundary layer clouds in forecast and general circulation models (GCMs) has been a challenge. Model-parameterized boundary layer clouds do not agree well with observations at least in part because small-scale turbulence and convection are not properly represented [e.g., Lenderink et al., 2004] . GCMs commonly misrepresent the diurnal cycle of continental convection, with rain onset typically occurring too early in the day [Betts and Jakob, 2002; Bechtold et al., 2004; Zhang and Klein, 2010] , which partly stems from parameterization deficiencies in cumulus cloud top detrainment to the lower troposphere Rochetin et al., 2014] .
Historically, a large majority of the literature on warm boundary layer cloud processes has focused on maritime clouds with comparatively few studies devoted to continental clouds [Del Genio and Wolf, 2000; Mechem et al., 2010; Ghate et al., 2010; Zhang and Klein, 2013] . This focus is likely attributable to the substantial role that marine boundary layer (MBL) clouds play in global climate sensitivity [Hartmann et al., 1992; Bony and Dufresne, 2005] , and also because weather forecasting over land primarily focuses on precipitation and severe weather [Ghate et al., 2010] . For example, the Global Atmospheric System Studies (GASS; formerly GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS)) boundary layer group has been instrumental in developing case studies for use by the general modeling community. However, the boundary layer cases focus on MBL clouds, where only one of the 11 past GASS boundary layer cases is a continental case [Brown et al., 2002] . The MBL cases do not test model physics under the strong diurnal variability and range of aerosol loadings associated with continental boundary layer clouds, which would also likely benefit MBL understanding. Although continental cloud is more transient than maritime cloud with obvious differences in underlying surface characteristics, much of the understanding of the two systems and questions about their formation and decay can be shared [Del Genio and Wolf, 2000] . For example, similar to the model mixing issues cited above for continental clouds, the largest source of uncertainty in cloud feedback may stem from the simulated strength of convective mixing between the lower and middle atmosphere in the tropics Sherwood et al., 2014] . Further, biases in simulated downward surface radiation are found to be similar for continental and maritime boundary layer clouds. Specifically, the same opposite-and-partially-compensating biases are found in forecasts from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF): the broken cloud regime, typical of trade cumulus, exhibits liquid water paths and reflectivities that are too high, whereas the overcast regime, typical of stratocumulus, exhibits liquid water paths and reflectivities that are too low Forbes, 2012, 2014] . Thus, there is broad benefit for a greater variety of continental boundary layer cloud case studies.
The GCSS continental case available, Brown et al. [2002] , is a 14.5 h daytime simulation for fair-weather cumulus, which uses a modified initial sounding and surface flux time series from the Southern Great Plains (SGP) Site of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Climate Research Facility [Stokes and Schwartz, 1994; Ackerman and Stokes, 2003; Mather and Voyles, 2013] . The observed conditions were simplified, for instance, by fixing geostrophic winds to be 10 m s À1 westerlies throughout the simulation;
conditions were also modified to improve model performance, for instance, by making a substantial adjustment to the initial sounding to offset apparent errors in the derived large-scale forcings as described in Brown et al. [2002; e.g ., see their Figure 1 ]. After case development, Brown et al. [2002] report that the impact of the large-scale forcings imposed on the models was negligible, indicating that this case can be viewed as a relatively canonical case of fair-weather cumulus. Such canonical case studies simplify interpretation and provide valuable benchmarks but do not offer a means to test the wider range of cloud variability and transitions that occur in the atmosphere.
Long-term observations from ground-based remote sensing programs such as ARM and Cloudnet [Illingworth et al., 2007] provide detailed statistics of clouds and their environment that span the full range of conditions at a single site. For example, the ARM SGP Facility has provided 20 years of data for statistical studies of boundary layer turbulence [e.g., Turner et al., 2014b] and cloud properties and radiative impacts [e.g., Dong et al., 2005 Dong et al., , 2006 Berg and Kassianov, 2008; Berg et al., 2011] , drizzle statistics [e.g., Kollias et al., 2007] , and vertical velocity statistics [e.g., Ghate et al., 2010; Chandra et al., 2013] . Using over a decade of SGP data, a climatology was developed for systematic assessment of shallow-to-deep convective transitions [Zhang and Klein, 2010] , and to examine differences between fair-weather cumuli that are forced and active [Zhang and Klein, 2013] . These studies are based on measurements within a narrow column over the SGP facility. Recently, ARM deployed scanning cloud radars that enable tracking the evolution of shallow cumulus and their properties, such as in the pioneering study by Borque et al. [2014] .
However, even with the major advances in surface-based remote sensing, in situ aircraft sampling is needed to provide detailed aerosol, cloud microphysical, and dynamical properties that cannot yet be retrieved. This is particularly true for warm boundary layer clouds, which often have liquid water paths (LWPs) less than 100 g m À2 that are referred to as Clouds with Low Optical Water Depth (CLOWD)
Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2014JD022713 [Turner et al., 2007b] . CLOWDs challenge the limits of commonly used remote sensing techniques, which is particularly problematic since the Earth's radiative energy balance is very sensitive to small perturbations in LWP when LWP is small [Sengupta et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2007b] . To obtain detailed in situ observations under CLOWD conditions, the ARM Aerial Facility (AAF) [Schmid et al., 2014] conducted the Routine AAF CLOWD Optical Radiative Observations (RACORO) campaign , a first-of-its-kind, extended-term cloud aircraft campaign. RACORO operated for 5 months over the SGP, from 22 January to 30 June 2009, with the objective of obtaining a comprehensive in situ statistical characterization of boundary layer clouds and aerosols for use in process studies, fine-scale model evaluation, and refinement of retrieval algorithms. The data have been valuable for observation-based studies of entrainment [Lu et al., 2012a [Lu et al., , 2012b [Lu et al., , 2013 [Lu et al., , 2014 and validation of retrieved water vapor turbulence profiles [Turner et al., 2014a] . Modeling studies, however, require analysis and synthesis of comprehensive data sets for model initialization and evaluation, which involves a great amount of work.
As part of the multi-institution FAst-physics System TEstbed and Research (FASTER) Project, here we document newly developed modeling case studies based on observations from the RACORO Campaign and the ARM SGP site for use in studies of continental cloudy boundary layers, aerosol influences upon them, and their representation in cloud-and global-scale models. The RACORO payload flown provides comprehensive in situ measurements of cloud, aerosol, radiation, and atmospheric state parameters that, combined with the extensive SGP measurements, provide multiple observational constraints on case study conditions. The wealth of multi-instrument aerosol and cloud data used here is uncommon for case studies, save for exceptions such as those from the Indirect and Semi-Direct Aerosol Campaign [McFarquhar et al., 2011] . Our goal is to use observations to derive multiple, realistic modeling case studies with a diversity of shallow continental cloud conditions that include mixed or transitional states that may not be considered in purely canonical cases. This is intended to enable testing model simulations over the range of processes that govern the cloud life cycle-generation to dissipation-in a way that idealized cases may not.
This paper is the first in a three-part series that provides an end-to-end analysis of boundary layer cloud processes in observations and models, ranging from in situ and surface-based observations to large-eddy simulations (LES) to single-column model (SCM) diagnostics. This first part focuses on case study generation, model aerosol specification, ensemble large-scale forcings, and evaluation metrics. The cases are designed to have a standardized modular configuration for ease of use in LES and SCMs alike. In part II, Endo et al. [2015] use LES and in situ microphysics observations for a cumulusdominated case to assess bulk and bin microphysics simulations and their sensitivity to treatments of supersaturation and aerosol. In part III, Lin et al. [2015] use the LES runs in part II and in situ dynamics observations to diagnose the sources of biases in the shallow convection simulated by an SCM for the same cumulus-dominated case.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces case studies selected from the RACORO period, including their diversity and representativeness of the overall population of candidates. In situ physical aerosol measurements are used in section 3 to develop a detailed aerosol model specification of size distribution and hygroscopicity parameter uncommon in case studies. In section 4, we describe an ensemble of large-scale forcing data sets to be used. The forcings are assessed using LES runs in a "trial" configuration, described in section 5, where more efficient run times are enabled through minor reductions in grid resolution and domain size compared to the full-sized LES grid. Section 6 describes the data used for model constraints and evaluation. In section 7, the simulations are used to examine the forcings and their sensitivity to factors such as initial conditions and relaxation. The summary and conclusions are given in section 8, including a discussion of how the methodology used here, particularly with respect to initial conditions, could be improved.
Case Studies From the RACORO Field Campaign
In this section, the RACORO campaign and criteria used to select modeling case studies are discussed. The selected cases are then described and their representativeness appraised. Of these flights, 31 were cloud flights that mostly sampled cumulus and stratocumulus, and 28 were noncloud flights to characterize boundary layer properties such as turbulence, aerosol properties, and surface albedo. The cloud flights were designed to obtain an unbiased sampling of the cloud field properties by flying a fixed pattern rather than seeking clouds with desired properties that could be statistically unrepresentative of the cloud field.
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For each flight, the CIRPAS Twin Otter made comprehensive measurements valuable for case study development and model evaluation metrics (see Appendix A for a summary of the measurements). An overview of the diversity of continental boundary layer cloud fields sampled is given in Figure 1 in terms of (a) microscale and (b) macroscale properties. A scatterplot for each surveys the joint distributions between two key parameters measured during the flight periods. The microscale plot ( Figure 1a ) is in terms of in situ cloud droplet number concentration (N d ) and boundary layer cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at 0.2% supersaturation, CCN 0.2% . N d is a sum over the measured in situ drop size distribution from the Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer (CAS) for diameters > 2 μm, requiring that the liquid water content (LWC) calculated from those particles is ≥ 0.01 g m
À3
. Figure 1a shows that a wide range of states are present, wherein the lowest N d tends to coincide with stratus and the greatest N d with cumulus. The macroscale plot (Figure 1b ) is in terms of cloud fraction and cloud LWP. Cloud fraction is the cloud frequency of occurrence per 20 min interval derived from the ARM Active Remote Sensing of Clouds (ARSCL) product [Clothiaux et al., 2000] , which uses radar and lidar measurements to generate a vertically resolved cloud mask for the narrow column above the instruments (see Appendix B). Here we do not follow the common practice of using LWP measured by the surface-based microwave radiometers (MWR) because they have an RMS uncertainty of 20-30 g m À2 [Turner et al., 2007a] that is relatively large for boundary layer CLOWDs whose LWP < 100 g m
À2
. Instead, in the absence of a better approach, we estimate LWP from the product of probability density functions (PDFs) of in situ LWC from the CAS and cloud thickness from ARSCL. These estimates are used in Figure 1b showing that cloud fraction ranges from overcast to nearly clear, and that all median LWPs are less than the 100 g m À2 definition for CLOWDs. Note that ARSCL cloud top height for these clouds was predominately determined by the lidar, rather than the radar that may not detect cloud with small drops and low LWC. The ARSCL-obtained cloud thicknesses agree well with the range from Vogelmann et al. [2012, Figure 8] , who showed that bulk LWP statistics from an MWR (where RMS is largely averaged out) agree well with the LWP computed from in situ CAS LWC for cloud thicknesses of 500 m ± 200 m (i.e., ±40%). Note that when LWP < 50-75 g m
, which is greater than many of the values in Figure 1b , the 40% uncertainty in cloud thickness incurs an LWP uncertainty less than the 20-30 g m À2 MWR uncertainty. A regression between the LWP product in Figure 1b and LWP retrieved by the MWR finds good correlation on average but with an expectedly large RMS (not shown).
Thus, multiple possibilities exist for case study generation. Owing to the manually intensive nature of creating case studies, only a limited number of flight days can be used here. The selection criteria and cases selected are described next.
Case Study Selection and Descriptions
A three-pronged observation-LES-SCM approach was used for case selection. The most important consideration was from the in situ observations, where we sought consecutive multiday periods that had aircraft flights with the greatest amount of in-cloud sampling (for a given cloud type). Multiday periods were preferred to include simulation of shallow cloud that persist during the night or formed in early morning hours in a realistically spun-up state. Variability of cloud type between flight days was preferred when possible, for which updraft strength and large-scale boundary layer and/or environmental factors often varied, such as CCN. Multiple periods were viable based on these considerations. Three 60 h cases were selected as the subset that captures the best diversity within a limited number of cases. Before finalizing the selections, checks were conducted with preliminary large-eddy simulations to confirm that large-scale forcings are of sufficient quality for viable simulations. Close examination of these forcings is the subject of section 7. Finally, SCMs, run for the entire RACORO period, were used to verify that a candidate case had the characteristic errors in its cloud simulation. Unlike the previous tests, it was used to reassure that our selections could be useful to diagnose GCM shortcomings. Since all of the initial cases tested were problematic, this last check did not challenge our selected cases. Simulations were conducted using the FASTER project's SCM Testbed for three SCMs from U.S. modeling centers: the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) version 5 (CAM5), which is the atmospheric model of the Community Earth System Model [Neale et al., 2012] ; the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Atmosphere Model version 3 [Donner et al., 2011] ; and the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies ModelE [Schmidt et al., 2006] . The results confirmed that multiple SCMs, given the same large-scale forcing, have different issues representing the low-level clouds in the case studies (not shown).
The general characteristics of the three 60 h cases are discussed next, and further details of their time evolution are described in section 7.1. In the discussions that follow, time is expressed as decimal day in May (UTC).
1. Case 1. Cumulus with variable aerosol, 22-24 May: This case is dominated by active fair-weather cumulus. The large-scale state is steady, at least with respect to the cloud regime. Cloud is locally generated in sync with the diurnal cycle of surface heat fluxes driven by solar heating. Figure 2a shows that a cumulus cycle repeats over the 3 days, wherein cumulus are generated midmorning, and the cloud-base heights increase by 0.5 to 1 km over the day before dissipating in mid-to-late afternoon. The median cumulus updrafts from 1 Hz in situ measurements are~1 m s
À1
, where cloud periods are defined as those with CAS LWC ≥ 0.01 g m À3 (see section 2.1). (The exact locations of the updrafts relative to the cloud vertical boundaries are not well known because the clouds sampled were relatively thin and resided within a boundary layer that varied spatially and temporally.) Over the period, median CCN 0.2% drops by almost a factor of 2, from 600 to 350 cm
À3
, providing some range in aerosol loading. 2. Case 2. Cumulus and drizzling stratus, 26-28 May: This case represents a transition from cumulus to drizzling stratus (day 1 through day 2) to essentially clear skies (day 3) (Figure 2b ). The stratus follows a weak cold front passage at 27.5 May, with steady drying occurring afterward. There was not an aircraft flight on 28 May, the clear-sky day at the end of the period. It is included in the case to test whether SCMs and LES can properly simulate the limited onset of daytime cloud. For a follow-on project, the clear-sky period is also used to test models using SGP Raman lidar profiles of boundary layer state variables (discussed in section 7.1) and retrievals of boundary layer turbulent fluctuations in water vapor mixing ratio [Turner et al., 2014a] . Over the first 2 days, median in-flight updrafts decreased by a factor of 9, from 0.9 to 0.1 m s
À1
, and median CCN 0.2% were consistently among the lowest of the three case studies, being 170-280 cm À3 . 3. Case 3. Variable cloud types, 6-8 May: This case poses the greatest challenge to models and to case study development with air mass changes that resulted in multiple cloud-type transitions, from stratus to stratocumulus (day 1), from stratus to cumulus (day 2), and finally to stratocumulus following nocturnal convection (day 3) (Figure 2c ). An occluded front, which had been south of the SGP, developed into a warm front and moved over the site at 7.6 May, followed by a southerly flow of warm, moist air from the Gulf. At 8.5 May, a slow-moving cold front passed overhead as a squall line passed to the north of the central facility, which was followed by a drying pattern. The median updrafts over 3 days were low and varied, respectively, 0.4, 0.8, and 0.4 m s À1 . The median CCN 0.2% were quite variable with day 2 being triple that for the other days, at 200, 580, and 215 cm
À3
. Figure 1 shows that these cases are generally representative of the overall population during RACORO. The selected days are denoted by the dates given below their medians, and the case number is denoted by the symbols encircling the date. Figure 1a shows that the selected days reside across the range of the N d -CCN 0.2% points, although not capturing extreme N d and CCN 0.2% values. Figure 1b shows that the selected days and their percentiles are also representative of the overall population in terms of LWP and cloud fraction.
Model Aerosol Treatment
These case studies benefit from the availability of aircraft measurements for detailed specification of aerosol number size distribution profiles and an aerosol hygroscopicity parameter. Combined, these parameters constrain aerosol properties relevant to droplet activation and aerosol-cloud interactions that are commonly neglected or highly simplified in modeling case studies.
Aerosol Size Distribution Profiles
Profiles of aerosol size distribution were generated from measurements during aircraft spirals, performed at the beginning and end of each flight, made by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) and a Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP). Each spiral ranged from 150 m above-ground level (AGL) to about 450 m above cloud top. The size distribution measurements were binned into 100 m height intervals and cloud screened (see Appendix C). The measured dry aerosol size distributions for each 100 m interval were fit using up to three lognormal functions for use in models
where, for each mode i, N i , D p.i , and σ i are, respectively, the total number concentration, particle geometric mean diameter, and geometric standard deviation. (Note that the lognormal distribution is commonly defined in terms of natural logarithms but we prefer to cast it in terms of base-10 logarithms; the parameters are easily converted between the two.) For ease of use by modelers, a simplified version of the profile fits was generated, where the geometric mean radius and standard deviation are fixed per mode for a given profile and only the total number concentrations per mode vary with altitude [Fridlind et al., 2012] . The fixed mean radius and standard deviation per profile were determined from the 100 m interval fits using a number concentration-weighted average of their values through the column, which favors the higher concentrations below cloud that are most important for cloud droplet activation. Given the fixed values, the number concentrations per mode were computed for each height interval. See Figure 3 for a representative example of the fitting. The total aerosol counts from the fitted aerosol size distributions were verified to be in excellent agreement with the counts from a condensation particle counter with a lower size cutoff of 15 nm (not shown). Although aerosols in the smallest-sized mode are not generally large enough to be activated, it was considered most straightforward to fit the full aerosol size range with overlapping modes and avoid imposing case-dependent assumptions about activation size as a function of hygroscopicity. (3) only. Note that, as described in section 5.4, the three modes are interpolated in time for use in the simulations. In practice, owing to the intermittent presence of prominent peaks across a wide size spectrum, four modes were used for each case, wherein no more than three modes contained particles at any single time.
Aerosol Hygroscopicity
Aerosol hygroscopicity is quantified from aircraft aerosol measurements in terms of a single parameter, κ [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Moore et al., 2011; Ghan et al., 2011a Ghan et al., , 2011b . The value of κ is zero for insoluble materials such as soot or mineral dust,~0.1 for secondary organic aerosols [e.g., Wang et al., 2008; Mei et al., 2013a Mei et al., , 2013b ,~0.55 for ammonium bisulfate, and~1 for sea salt [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Rose et al., 2010] . For particles of a chemically diverse mixture of soluble and insoluble components, the overall κ for the particles is simply the volume average of the κ for participating components [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007] . Values of κ for continental and marine aerosols typically cluster around 0.3 and 0.7, respectively [Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Rose et al., 2010] .
A single κ value is derived for the aerosol population from each spiral based on the measured aerosol size distributions and CCN spectra (see Appendix D for details). The procedure is tested by comparing the observed CCN spectra to that computed from the derived κ and height-averaged size distributions per spiral. An example for the two spirals on 22 May is given in Figure 4 . As is generally the case, the comparisons agree well, particularly for the lower supersaturations. Note that the CCN standard error at 0.2% supersaturation is imperceptibly small since it benefits from the combined sampling of the scanning 0.2% values and the column fixed at 0.2%. Overall, the fits for the three cases agree very well with the observations, assuring that the aerosol representations (size distribution and κ) faithfully represent the CCN spectra.
The κ values obtained are notably low. For the example in Figure 4 , the κ for spiral 1 and 2 are, respectively, 0.08 and 0.07. Similarly low values were found for all cases, as shown in Table 1 . The values are about~0.10, with a minimum of 0.04 and a maximum of 0.13. These values are somewhat less than the~0.3 typically observed at continental sites, suggesting a larger contribution from species with low hygroscopicity such as organics and/or black carbon during our cases. For example, such low κ values have also been found for heavily forested regions, such as the Amazon [e.g., Pringle et al., 2010] that has a large aerosol organic fraction. Unfortunately, hygroscopicity and chemical composition of surface aerosol at the SGP site did not begin until a year after the RACORO field campaign when operations started for an Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM) and Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (TDMA). Calculation of size-segregated κ from TDMA data collected during May of 2011 for another project indicates values commonly spanning . The quality of the fit degrades slightly when D and σ are fixed but it still provides good overall agreement, particularly for the particle diameters greater than~0.1 μm that are most active as CCN for supersaturations ≤ 0.6% in our case studies.
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0.05-0.15 (not shown). Also consistent with our finding, analysis of ACSM data also indicates that a large organic fraction is present during May [Parworth et al., 2015] . The implication of these low κ values in cumulus simulations is explored by Endo et al. [2015] .
Ensemble Large-Scale Forcing Data
The simulations are driven by large-scale forcings, defined here as large-scale vertical wind and horizontal flux divergence profiles for heat and moisture over a domain. In configuring modeling case studies focused on simulating shallow clouds with LES, large-scale forcings are generally simplified and tuned simultaneously in a manner that might offset other case study or model deficiencies, be it in initial conditions, model physics, dynamics, or other factors [e.g., Jiang et al., 2000] . Here we avoid any tuning of observation-based inputs by, instead, taking an approach intended to bracket uncertainties in input or forcing terms by using multiple sets of large-scale forcings, collectively referred to as ensemble forcings. Three independent sets of forcing data are prepared for the RACORO case studies, with each set available for the standard ARM forcing SGP domain (~300 km × 300 km) and for a reduced domain (150 km × 150 km). All data sets are hourly and, in addition to large-scale vertical wind and flux divergence profiles, include domain-mean profiles of temperature (T), water vapor mixing ratio (q v ), horizontal wind components (u, v), domain-mean surface fluxes, and other surface and near-surface variables.
The "ARM" large-scale forcing data are based on the constrained variational analysis approach described in Zhang and Lin [1997] and Zhang et al. [2001] . The forcing for the SGP standard domain (300 km) is part of the ARM continuous forcing data [Xie et al., 2004] that have been extensively used and tested within ARM. Upper atmospheric data are from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) analysis, which is constrained with ARM surface observations and NASA satellite measurements to produce the forcing data. The data are produced at constant pressure levels with a 25 hPa vertical grid spacing. The forcing for the reduced domain (150 km) is specially produced for the RACORO-FASTER modeling study. The constrained variational analysis was applied to adjust the RUC analysis over the reduced domain, and the forcing data are available at a higher vertical resolution of 10 hPa.
The "ECMWF" forcing data are derived from the ECMWF short-term 12-35 h forecasts that are initialized daily at 12 UTC (i.e., forcing data for each day (0-23 UTC) are the 12-35 h forecast initialized at 12 UTC of the previous day). The data over the ARM sites are archived by the ARM External Data Center and are used here to generate a complete set of forcing data. The source data have 91 hybrid sigma- 
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pressure vertical levels and 0.225°horizontal resolution (~22 km at the SGP). During the RACORO period, the forecasts at the SGP had 20 levels below 700 hPa with a vertical spacing gradually increasing from 3 hPa near the surface to 25 hPa at 700 hPa. The derived forcing data are averages over the grid cells within both the SGP standard and reduced domains, and both use the same high-resolution vertical grid. (We note that the LES performance here might differ from the ECMWF forecasts that use their parameterizations and also have the large-scale forcings at a higher grid resolution.) Lastly, the "MS-DA" forcing data are derived from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)-3DVar-based multiscale data assimilation (MS-DA) system developed under the FASTER project [Li et al., 2012 [Li et al., , 2014 . A three-domain nested WRF configuration is used, centered on the SGP central facility, where the innermost domain has a 2 km grid spacing and an area that closely matches the ARM standard domain. The three domains have 45 vertical layers with the top at 100 hPa. The model is driven by North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR), followed by an MS-DA algorithm that decomposes the cost-function minimization process to effectively assimilate high-resolution observational data to produce a fine-resolution analysis that is used to derive large-scale forcing data over the domain of interest. The model integration and fine-scale data assimilation cycle used here are the same as in Li et al. [2014] . Here we use only the large-scale vertical wind and horizontal heat and moisture flux divergence profiles, but it is worth noting that the MS-DA data can also provide scale-aware forcings . The MS-DA forcing data for the standard domain has the same pressure levels as the ARM standard forcing with a 25 hPa vertical spacing. The reduced domain is similarly derived except at the native WRF model levels, which has two more layers between 950 and 975 mb than the standard forcing.
Note that the three sources of forcing data are derived quite differently: ARM uses the RUC as the first guess and a constrained variational analysis approach, ECMWF uses forecasts based on the ECMWF model and its initialization procedure, and MS-DA is initialized with the NARR and assimilates high-resolution data into a nested WRF by using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation method. Collectively, the three forcing data sets with two domains each constitute a large-scale forcing ensemble to address large-scale uncertainties due to model physics and analysis methods. This ensemble is different than the commonly used statistical ensemble, which is generated from perturbing the measurement inputs within the bounds of their uncertainties [e.g., Davies et al., 2013] . There are benefits to both approaches. The statistical ensemble focuses on the input variable uncertainties to characterize the envelope of forcing states possible from known sources of error; however, it does not consider uncertainties in model physics or derivation method. Our ensemble accounts for such uncertainties and thereby provides an ensemble of "best estimates" rather than a statistical envelope, which casts a wider net in considering inevitable dependences on model physics in the derivation of large-scale forcing. This enables insights into the simulated features that are independent of forcing type; however, attribution of the differences to specific model physics is difficult to impossible.
Description of Trial Large-Eddy Simulations
The previous two sections describe the derivation of aerosol properties and ensemble large-scale forcings for multiple case studies with a modular specification. Next we test a series of possible specifications for each case using "trial" large-eddy simulations, where more efficient run times are enabled through minor reductions in grid resolution and domain size compared the "full-sized" simulations used for follow-up detailed investigations [e.g., Endo et al., 2015] . Trial simulations are found to effectively capture the macroscale behavior of full-sized simulations and, therefore, they can be compared with observations of macroscale cloud and atmospheric properties to evaluate ensemble large-scale forcing data sets and other choices in specification. The best matches to macroscale observations are candidates for full-sized simulations and more intensive comparison with microscale observations. For example, in part II of this series, selected specifications are used in full-sized simulations for two independent LES models, and the simulated cloud microphysical properties are compared with in situ observations . We note that closer agreement of a given trial LES result to macroscale observations is not interpreted as proof that the specification is necessarily more correct, but only that a full-sized simulation is justified for more detailed comparison with microscale observations. [Ackerman et al., 1995] . It treats fluid dynamics using an LES model [Stevens et al., 2002] with a dynamic Smagorinsky subgrid-scale scheme [Kirkpatrick et al., 2006] , cloud microphysics with a modified version of the Morrison et al. [2005] two-moment microphysics scheme [Fridlind et al., 2012] , and radiative transfer with a two-stream model [Toon et al., 1989] . Dynamics and cloud microphysics are integrated with a default time step of 1.5 s, which is shortened if needed to maintain a flow Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number no greater than 0.8.
Beyond the standard prognostic variables for the fluid dynamics and two-moment microphysics schemes (described within references cited above), the model configuration here additionally uses a prognostic aerosol number variable for each of four independent aerosol modes. Each of those aerosol number variables is the sum of unactivated aerosol number concentration within a mode plus the number concentration of cloud droplets activated from that mode. Thus, cloud droplet activation does not affect the aerosol number variable for a mode, because that variable includes the number concentration of activated droplets from the mode. The maximum number concentration of cloud droplets in a grid cell is the total of the four aerosol number variables in the grid cell. Where there are no cloud droplets, each of the aerosol number variables is equal to the total number of aerosol particles within each mode. The prognostic aerosol number variables are subject to advection and mixing.
All simulations begin with a cloud-free domain that is initialized with the quad-modal aerosol size distribution fits derived from observations as described earlier. The height-dependent aerosol number concentration for each mode represents an independent variable. The hygroscopicity parameter calculated for ammonium bisulfate is replaced with the observation-based κ values, unless otherwise noted. (The simplified baseline assumption that all aerosol is ammonium bisulfate is made on the basis that sulfate is a leading inorganic component of boundary layer aerosol but is most likely neither fully neutralized nor fully acidic) [e.g., Walker et al., 2004] . In the two-moment cloud microphysics model, droplet activation proceeds via calculation of a prognostic saturation excess following Morrison and Grabowski [2008] . The supersaturation used for activation is taken as the minimum of the supersaturation over a time step (from the semianalytic solution given in their appendix), which compares favorably with activation from the size-resolved microphysics scheme run with DHARMA. Droplets are activated from each aerosol mode as described by Abdul-Razzak et al. [1998] and Abdul-Razzak and Ghan [2000] . Simulations assume that the droplet size distribution relative dispersion is a function of LWC following Geoffroy et al. [2010] .
Radiative transfer is computed independently for each column once every minute using the two-stream model. The ARM standard domain large-scale forcing data set is used to specify time-varying skin temperature. Surface albedo and emissivity are assumed to be 0.2 and unity, respectively. Clear-sky downwelling infrared fluxes at the top of the DHARMA grid are computed offline as described in section 5.4.
Trial Dimensions
The trial horizontal and vertical resolution and domain size are each reduced by about 25% for more efficient run times, compared to the full LES configuration used in Endo et al. [2015] . The trial domain is 7.2 km × 7.2 km (full: 9.6 km), horizontal grid spacing is 100 m (full: 75 m), vertical spacing is 50 m below 5 km (full: 40 m) and stretched to the total domain height of 15 km with 120 levels total (full: 145), and the time step is 2 s (full: 1.5-1.8 s). These configurations yield a trial mesh of 72 × 72 × 120 with dt = 2 s versus the full mesh of 128 × 128 × 145 with dt = 1.5-1.8 s such that the trial simulations run in only one fifth the time of a full simulation.
The ability of the trial configuration to capture the behavior of the full-sized LES was tested by running the same simulation (Case 1, ARM standard domain with relaxation (discussed next)). The trial simulation closely tracked the full-sized results in terms of the time variation of domain-averaged LWP, cloud fraction, and in-cloud droplet number concentration and cloud effective radius (not shown). This result demonstrates that trial simulations can reproduce the time dependence of bulk properties for the environments under study. However, note that the configuration might not necessarily generalize to environments with stronger mesoscale flows with large horizontal gradients across the LES domain, requiring separate study to determine appropriate configurations for those conditions.
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Relaxation
Relaxation forcing (or nudging) may be used in multiday simulations to offset the accumulation of error when large-scale conditions are not well known; it is perhaps most valuable when a leading objective is comparison of simulations with observations [e.g., Neggers et al., 2012] . It is introduced by adding to the model state a relaxation term, (X obs À X model )/τ, where X obs is the observed value, X model is the model value, and τ is the relaxation time scale [e.g., Randall and Cripe, 1999] . When used in this study, relaxation is always applied to mean profiles to preserve horizontal heterogeneities [cf. Fridlind et al., 2012] .
Relaxation is always used in simulations to specify horizontal wind profiles. Profiles of the u and v wind components are relaxed with a 3 h time scale and a height-dependent strength of 0 for z ≤ 400 m, 1 for z ≥ 600 m, and a linear increases from 0 to 1 between 400 and 600 m. Relaxation is also always used to specify changes in aerosol profiles. The aerosol modal number concentration profile, geometric mean diameter, geometric standard deviation, and κ are relaxed to time-dependent observation-derived values with a 6 h time scale. Thermodynamic relaxation is not always used; when it is, q v and θ are relaxed using a 12 h time scale and the same height-dependent strength as for the winds.
The relaxation time scales applied (3 h winds, 6 h aerosol, and 12 h thermodynamics) were chosen in keeping with the general range of values used within the community [e.g., Fridlind et al., 2012; Morrison et al., 2011; Neggers et al., 2012] . Our values tend to be upper estimates of the ranges to apply as little influence as necessary. The values result from a compromise between keeping them short enough to hinder significant drift and capture day-to-day variability, but not so short to operate at time scales on par with cloud lifetime. A sensitivity study was conducted for case 2 using shorter relaxation time scales of 1 h winds, 0 h aerosol (i.e., instantaneous), and 6 h thermodynamics. The effects (not shown) of the shorter time scales on the boundary layer and cloud properties studied here were found to be negligible except for thermodynamics, which showed a minor improvement in cloud duration.
We acknowledge that running LES with thermodynamic relaxation is inherently inconsistent with assessing forcing data sets. The relaxation term does not represent a real physical process [Randall and Cripe, 1999] , and its effect inherently differs for each model depending on how far its simulation deviates from observations, which amounts to tuning the forcing to the model. We include relaxation here because the forcing data sets cannot be assumed accurate enough to produce simulated macroscopic cloud properties that are sufficiently similar to observations for the purposes of this study (even in a perfect model), particularly for our 60 h simulations (as demonstrated below). Sixty hour simulations are preferred here (rather than restarting at the beginning of each day) to enable the model to simulate the full diurnal, multiday evolution of the cloud systems and to enable comparison of this evolution with SCMs. When relaxation is used, integrity should be maintained for processes that depend on the profiles of state variables, but large errors can result in processes that depend on rates (e.g., fluxes such as horizontal advection divergence) [Randall and Cripe, 1999] . To avoid undue influence of relaxation on cloud-scale processes, relatively long relaxation time scales are used, but they remain short enough to substantially hinder drift over 60 h periods (3 h winds, 6 h aerosol, and 12 h thermodynamics). The primary aim of using relaxation here is to maintain simulation integrity in bulk atmospheric properties to enable the observation-informed study of finer processes, such as those that govern cloud microphysics and structure, but caution should be used if evaluating boundary layer physics and dynamics. The objective in the next section is to assess the quality of the ensemble large-scale forcing data sets with and without relaxation, as well as other sensitivities to the simulation configuration.
Model Initialization and Configuration
A sounding near 12 UTC is used to initialize u, v, q v , and potential temperature, θ, in each case. Initial random θ perturbations of 0.1 K are introduced below 500 m. Clear-sky downwelling infrared fluxes above model top at initiation are computed offline using the MODTRAN-v4 radiative transfer algorithm [Anderson et al., 2001] . Its inputs are the sounding, with the column water vapor amount scaled to the microwave radiometer measurement, and the MODTRAN midlatitude summer ozone profile scaled to the column measurement from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument. Surface momentum fluxes are obtained from the bottom-layer center using the Monin-Obukhov similarity as in Brown et al. [2002] for the previous GCSS SGP case, except the surface roughness length is modified from 0.035 m to 0.04 m. Given that roughness length is an Since our objective is to examine the sensitivity of simulations to different atmospheric advective components of the forcings, which are considered most uncertain since they are not directly observed (in contrast to initial soundings or surface turbulent fluxes), we isolate the advective effects by prescribing the other forcing components to a common reference. The ARM standard domain forcing data are used as the reference for all simulations, providing the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes, and the skin temperature. When thermodynamic relaxation is used, simulations are always relaxed to the state profiles from the ARM standard domain forcing data set. This approach of using specified values prevents the effects from interactions between surface temperature and fluxes. If they were allowed to interact, another complexity would be introduced by involving a land surface model and its uncertainties. These RACORO cases can be developed later into coupled surface-atmosphere cases for study but, for now, we simplify the study to keep it tractable.
Another simplification is that the DHARMA ice physics is turned off and thus all clouds are treated as water clouds. This is appropriate since our focus is on warm boundary layer clouds, and it eliminates any potential complications arising from the uncertainties of ice physics should clouds with subzero temperatures form. Such uncertainties include the treatment of mixed-phase clouds, and concentrations of ice nuclei and their initiation. Consequently, any portion of a simulation during or following a deep convective event is unreliable and will not be analyzed.
Model Evaluation Data
Simulations are evaluated with surface-based observations of domain-mean cloud macrophysical and boundary layer properties. The observations are briefly summarized here and details of the data metrics and their uncertainties are given in Appendix B.
1. Liquid water path. Two cloud LWP retrievals are used: the MWR RETrieval (MWRRET) [Turner et al., 2007a] that are routinely available with an uncertainty of 20-30 g m
À2
; and the Mixed-phase Cloud Retrieval Algorithm (MIXCRA) [Turner, 2007] infrared + microwave retrievals that are more accurate (e.g., 30% for LWP < 5 g m À2 ) but available only for limited periods. For comparison to LES output, retrievals are time averaged to yield domain-averaged LWP, LWP. Domain-averaged LWP is preferred to in-cloud LWP (i.e., LWP divided by areal cloud fraction) to avoid the need to define "cloud" in simulations and observations where not required. 2. Cloud fraction. Two estimates of cloud fraction are used to approximate the measurement uncertainty. One is the hemispheric sky cover from the Total Sky Imager (TSI), and the other is a column measurement of the ARSCL profile of cloud fractional occurrence per 10 min interval. In model simulations, cloud is defined as LWP > 1 g m
, which is a rough estimate of the lower detectability limit of the measurements (e.g., MIXCRA). 3. Lifting condensation level height. The lifting condensation level (LCL) height is determined from surface air observations of relative humidity and temperature. Its domain-averaged height, Z LCL , and uncertainty are computed from the mean and standard deviation of the five stations closest to, and including, the SGP central facility. The same calculation is applied to model simulations for consistent comparisons. 4. Boundary layer moisture and temperature. Raman lidar measurements provide high-frequency vertical profiles (~75 m every 10 min) of the boundary layer water vapor mixing ratio, temperature, and relative humidity. Values 300-500 m above-ground level (AGL) are averaged using a 1 h moving window to produce midboundary layer-averaged water vapor mixing ratio, q v , temperature, T, and relative humidity, RH. (See Appendix B for details.)
Results
The ensemble large-scale forcings and other choices in specification are assessed next. For the simulation naming convention, the large-scale forcing type (ARM, ECMWF, and MS-DA) is followed by "D" for standard domain (300 km) forcings or "d" for reduced domain (150 km) forcings. A "+ R" denotes the use of 12 h
Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2014JD022713 thermodynamic relaxation. For example, a simulation using ARM standard domain large-scale forcings run with thermodynamic relaxation is ARM_D + R, and without relaxation it is ARM_D.
Observed Boundary Layer and Cloud Properties
The three cases are first described in terms of observed midboundary layer average (300-500 m) q v , T, and RH from the Raman lidar, and Z LCL (black lines in Figure 5 ), and cloud fraction profiles (Figures 6a, 6e, and 6i ). For the case 1 cumulus (Figures 5a-5d ), observations show a regular diurnal cycle with moderate amplitudes in q v and T of about 4 g kg À1 and 5 K, and a RH amplitude of 30-50% with negligible overall trend compared to other cases, indicating relatively stable mesoscale conditions. The diurnal cycle in Z LCL is particularly pronounced with amplitudes of 1.5 to 2.0 km and a collapse to near zero at nighttime. The cumuli follow a regular pattern (Figure 6a ), initiating~10 local solar time (LST) and dissipating in the late afternoon about the time of peak Z LCL (Figure 5d ). Note in Figure 6a that a cumulus cloud initiates at 22.6 May (7 LST); this is before solar heating and is likely in a residual layer of moisture from earlier events, thus forming earlier from a different mechanism than the main cumulus field that is coupled with surface fluxes.
For the case 2 cumulus and drizzling stratus (Figures 5e-5h ), q v steadily decreases over the simulation period while T fluctuates with a minimum at the center of the period, both consistent with a gradual change of the air mass after a weak cold front passed about 27.0 May. The T minimum coincides with 100% RH (Figure 5g ) and follows generation of a postfrontal stratus deck around 27.1 May (Figure 6f ). The sharp dips in T likely 
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stem from below cloud evaporative cooling during drizzle. The Z LCL diurnal pattern is more irregular than in case 1, where Z LCL is suppressed to 1 km at 27.9 May, coinciding with the stratus coverage, followed by a large increase to 2.5 km the next day (29.0 May) under essentially clear skies (Figure 6f ).
For the case 3 variable cloud types (Figures 5i-5l) , T initially exhibits a minimum at 6.5 May, which coincides with 100% RH and likely is from evaporative cooling of drizzle, and then steadily increases to 295 K by 7.0 May. Z LCL peaks at~1 km are generally lower than for the previous two cases, associated with a reduction in surface fluxes caused by the daytime cloud cover for most of this period (Figure 6k ). Meanwhile, q v undergoes a huge increase between 7.3 and 8.0 May, rising from 8 to 20 g kg À1 . At 7.0 May an occluded front was just south of the SGP that later developed into a warm front and moved over the site by 7.6 May. After it passed, a southerly flow developed that transported warm, moist Gulf air into the region (Figures 5i and 5j) . At 8.5 May, a slow-moving cold front passed, associated with reduced q v . However, a squall line passed to the north of the central facility at the same time as the cold front, which is associated with deeper convection in many trial simulations for which the applicability of only warm cloud physics is problematic. For this reason, the simulations (but not the observations) after 8.5 May are blacked out.
In the analyses that follow, these observational time series are compared with simulated domain-average quantities. Spatial scales differ since the observational time series are derived from point measurements; however, for our application here, differences are considered insufficient to warrant generating ensembles of point properties from each simulation. Only multihour patterns are discussed (not higher frequency), consistent with averaging and smoothing applied to the observational data. As will be shown below, simulations often generate large deviations from observations that are well rendered with domain averages. 
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Sensitivity to Advection and Surface Forcing Components
The relative importance of sensible and latent heat fluxes and large-scale forcings to observed patterns is considered using the ARM_D forcing as a baseline and performing two sensitivity tests: surface fluxes as in ARM_D but with no large-scale forcings (ARM_D-noLS), and large-scale forcings as in ARM_D but with the domain-averaged surface fluxes replaced by values from only the SGP site central facility (ARM_D-SF). The domain-averaged surface fluxes in ARM_D are from Energy Balance Bowen Ratio (EBBR) measurements, and ARM_D-SF values are from an eddy correlation (ECOR) flux measurement system at the central facility.
The former have far better spatial coverage (almost all over grassland), while the latter provide a more direct measurement but only for a single station over a rotated crop surface. Central facility daytime latent heat fluxes are lower than domain averages for cases 1-3 by 57, 74, and 10 W m À2 , respectively (not shown). The lower values may arise from differences in the ECOR central facility fetch of surface properties compared to the EBBR network or other factors. Daytime means of Central Facility sensible heat fluxes differ from domain averages (ARM_D-SF minus ARM_D) for cases 1-3 by 23, 36, and À49 W m
À2
, respectively.
The absence of large-scale forcing (ARM_D-noLS) yields mostly flat simulations for all cases in terms of q v and T ( Figure 5 ). The q v difference between ARM_D-noLS (blue line) and ARM_D (orange) clearly demonstrates the strong impact that horizontal advection flux divergence has on all three cases, ranging from least impact (but still significant) for case 1 to maximal impact for case 3. The timings of the Z LCL diurnal cycles for ARM_D-noLS and ARM_D are similar in all cases because the diurnally varying surface fluxes are the same; timing differences are greatest during the air mass transitions in case 3. Comparing Figures 6b, 6f, with 6j with 6c, 6g, and 6k (ARM_D and ARM_D-noLS, respectively) illustrates some striking differences in cloud structure in the absence of large-scale forcings. Although case 1 cloud structures are little affected (similar to Brown et al. [2002] ), cloud structures are increasingly different in case 3 but they maintain similar tendencies, and clouds in case 2 are completely different-being primarily cumuliform where in the baseline they are stratiform (day 2) or absent (day 3). These results indicate the importance of large-scale forcings associated with changing synoptic states in cases 2 and 3.
When the surface fluxes in ARM_D are replaced with ECOR measurements from the central facility, the ARM_D-SF simulations roughly parallel the ARM_D time series for all variables in Figure 5 (red and orange lines, respectively). This indicates the relative consistency in the surface fluxes at the SGP compared to the domain average, as well as the importance of large-scale forcings in setting the overall trends in cases 2 and 3. The greatest differences are for RH and Z LCL for cases 2 and 3 ( Figures 5g, 5h , 5k, and 5l). For case 2, the ARM_D-SF RH is lower than ARM_D by up to 40% with a Z LCL greater by 0.5-1.5 km, which correlates with respective differences (ARM_D-SF minus ARM_D) in latent and sensible heat flux, À74 and 36 W m À2 , respectively. The patterns for case 3 are opposite, with ARM_D-SF RH greater by 20% and Z LCL less by 0.5-1.0 km, indicating, in this case, that the shallower boundary layer, associated with the sensible heat flux difference of À49 W m À2 , dominates the minor reduction in moisture from the latent heat flux difference of À10 W m À2 to yield slightly greater RH.
The ARM_D-SF cloud fraction differences parallel those in RH, with the case 2 day 2 cloud being much less (Figure 6f versus 6h) and case 3 days 2 and 3 cloud being much more (Figure 6j versus 6l) . This suggests the potential value of including surface flux changes in ensemble forcings to account for temporal and spatial variability and measurement uncertainty, at least when the objective to constrain the simulations with observations.
Sensitivity to Ensemble Large-Scale Forcings
The differing impacts of the ARM, ECMWF, and MS-DA forcings on the simulated time evolution are considered next. We shift the baseline from the 300 km standard domain used in the last section to the 150 km reduced domain, which is more consistent with the GCM grid size used for the long-term climate simulations, such as those in the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC AR5, 2013] . Because the ARM reduced domain forcings (ARM_d) were specially generated for this study, our analysis will continue to include results from the standard domain ARM forcings (ARM_D) that are routinely available as a reference. DHARMA is used for all simulations except MS-DA, for which the WRF model is used. The WRF model, WRF-FASTER as an LES as described in Endo et al. [2015] , uses the same trial domain size and grid resolution as DHARMA and only warm cloud physics. When tested using
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the same forcing data, WRF closely tracked DHARMA results, indicating that the models serve equally well to test case specifications (not shown; see also part II).
General Tendencies
The ensemble simulations capture the observed features with varying success. Results are presented in terms of boundary layer atmospheric state variables (Figure 7 ), time-height cloud masks (Figure 8 ), and cloud fraction and LWP (Figure 9 ). Compared to properties that are highly variable, gradually varying properties are better represented, such as the case 2 q v ( Figure 7e ) and all T s (Figures 7b, 7f , and 7j), except for the evaporative cooling dips seen in case 2 from 27.3 to 27.5 May and in case 3 at 6.5 May. However, the higher variability in other properties appears commonly underestimated throughout the forcing ensemble.
In case 1, for example, the observed diurnal variability in q v and RH (Figures 7a and 7c) is best captured by MS-DA (green), followed by ECMWF (blue), and is underestimated by ARM_D and ARM_d (orange and red). A similar pattern is seen in the Z LCL diurnal cycle (Figure 7d ) where all forcings capture the peaks in Z LCL , but only MS-DA is able to represent the nighttime minima. Since all simulations use the surface forcing from ARM_D, the ability of MS-DA to represent the deep stabilization at night is likely due to its representation of near-surface moisture advection. This suggests that assimilating ARM conventional observations and satellite radiance might be helpful in capturing finer-scale flows to create realistic large-scale forcing for this case. The variational analysis used in ARM represents a column balance, not specific terms as in data assimilation, so perhaps it is not surprising that higher-frequency spatiotemporal variations are not well captured. Fine-scale assimilation appears most advantageous for the weakly forced systems in case 1 but is less dramatically so in case 2 ( Figure 7h ) that was previously discussed as being advection driven. (The variability in case 3 will be discussed later.) Interestingly, the reduced domain (150 km) ARM_d does not improve simulation results over the standard domain (300 km) ARM_D and, in fact, can even degrade the simulation in terms of these metrics. This might indicate that the current column constraints are best when applied/averaged over larger domains. Improvement of the variational analysis to three dimensions is a topic of ongoing research. However, representing this atmospheric variability is only part of the picture and, as will be seen later, cloud onset and cloud properties can be captured comparably by the two forcings.
Effects of Initial Condition Specifications
Simulations are essentially identical for the first 6-12 h of day 1 for each case, regardless of forcing (cf., Figures 7a, 7e, and 7i ). This stems from the simulations being initialized by the same SGP central facility sounding and the time required for the effects of differences in the large-scale forcings to accumulate. Thus, initial conditions seem to be more important to short-term simulations than the source of forcing (see also ARM_D-noLS versus ARM_D in Figure 5 ). Simulations diverge earliest in case 3 (after~6 h in Figure 7i ), indicating the greatest differences among the forcings for that case. Once divergence occurs, the model states maintain independent identities, even when the simulations are relaxed to the same state profile per case (see section 5.4). We note that, while it might be more consistent with our use of the ARM_D surface forcing to initialize with the ARM_D profiles instead of the sounding, we found that simulations performed better using the sounding, presumably because details in the vertical structure are smoothed out with the horizontal averaging of the RUC profiles across the 300 km domain. 
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Given the importance of the initial sounding, uncertainties in its representation may have important shortterm consequences as well. For example in case 1, T are biased low by 3 K compared to the Raman data in all simulations before 23.0 May (Figure 7b ). Since simulated q v initially agrees well (Figure 7a ), this leads to a consistently positive RH bias (Figure 7c ) for the first 4-6 h. A closer examination of the sounding and Raman lidar observations (not shown) finds close agreement of the boundary layer properties at the time of the launch, but that the temperature quickly changes by 1 h after launch to the 3 K difference noted above. This suggests the need for ensembles of initial condition profiles for such boundary layer simulations to capture the variance around the time of the launch, which might be caused by local-scale differences across the region.
The issue of initial conditions also applies if clouds are present at the beginning of a simulation. For example, in case 1, early morning cloud is evident about 7 LST (Figure 8a ) with cloud fractions of 0.70-0.95 and LWP peaking at 400 g m À2 (Figures 9a-9d) . However, the 11:30 May sounding used for initialization is subsaturated in the boundary layer ( Figure 10 ) consistent with the subcloud RH of 60-70% seen in Figure 7c . Consequently, cloud is absent for the first 3-4 h of simulation; afterward, LWP is uniformly underestimated by 100 g m À2 for the next 3 h, and cloud fraction by 0.5 for day 1 (Figures 9a-9d) . Note that such environmental conditions are not uncommon at the SGP, since elevated layers of residual moisture from the nocturnal boundary layer may remain in the early morning. Since these moisture layers are above the growing unstable boundary layer, they can develop cloud in advance of the main cumulus field of interest to us here. Case 3 shows a different example where a significant stratiform cloud is present at 6.5 May (Figure 8k) , with cloud fraction of 0.8-1.0 and LWP of 200 g m À2 (Figure 9i-9l) . However, 
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contrary to the Raman moisture data (Figure 7k ), the initial sounding is unsaturated (Figure 10 ) and simulations take about 3 h to spin the cloud up to the point of matching the observed cloud fraction and LWP . Thus, properly producing the morning and midday cloud would have required iterative ad hoc adjustments to the observed sounding to reflect the variability of the observed cloud field shortly before and after the sounding and its effect on the RH profile. This could involve increasing the RH profile in the initial conditions, consistent with the Raman lidar, and/or adding cloud water using the ARSCL profile and LWP measurements.
Relaxation Impacts
Applying 12 h thermodynamic relaxation in the simulations leads to minor changes in the boundary layer atmospheric properties, as seen by the small differences between the solid and dashed lines in Figure 7 . This may be because of a small amount of drift for the relaxation to act upon, the relatively long 12 h thermodynamic relaxation time scale used, and/or because relaxation is only fully applied from 600 m upward (linearly increased from 400 m) while the boundary layer properties are calculated for a layer between 300 and 500 m. However, relaxation can play a significant role in simulated cloud properties, particularly by reducing errant cloud occurrence. This is seen in the 2-D cloud masks in Figure 8 ; green indicates where the simulations with and without relaxation both have cloud, red is where cloud is only present without relaxation, and blue is where cloud is only present with relaxation. Thus for case 1 (Figures 8b-8e) , the difference between the green and red areas shows that the cloud vertical extent is often dramatically reduced when relaxation is used which increases consistency with observations, particularly for MS-DA. For case 2 (Figures 8h and  8i) , relaxation suppresses the errant high-level cloud in ARM_d and ECMWF. In case 3 (Figures 8l-8o) , relaxation tends to reduce cloud prior to the cold front passage at 8.5 May. Note that the ARM_D cases overall have the least differences between the relaxation experiments than do ECMWF or MS-DA. This may be because, when mixing ARM boundary conditions with ECMWF or MS-DA flux divergences, more drift may be expected since the forcing is not entirely self-consistent. Overall, relaxation has its greatest effect in the last 2 days of simulation and little effect within the first 12 h. This pattern is also seen in Figure 9 where cloud fraction without relaxation (Figures 9a, 9e , and 9i) and with relaxation (Figures 9b, 9f , and 9j) are essentially the same for the first 12 h of simulation, as is true for LWP without relaxation (Figures 9c,  9g , and 9k) and with relaxation (Figures 9d, 9h, and 9l) . That it takes more than 12 h for relaxation to have an impact is indicative of the 12 h relaxation time used; however, as discussed in the previous section, it also takes roughly that long for small errors in the advective forcings to accumulate to the point where relaxation can act to offset the resulting drift.
Although relaxation can improve cloud simulations, its overall impact can be mixed. For example, relaxation reduces the case 1 noontime LWP at 23.8 May by 50 g m À2 , bringing it in close agreement with the MIXCRA retrievals ( Figure 9c versus Figure 9d ). However, cloud fraction without relaxation was already in good agreement with observations and, with relaxation, became biased low by at least 0.4 ( Figure 9a versus Figure 9b ). Since these relaxation effects are similar for all forcings, it suggests that the common cause could be the ARM_D profile to which all simulations are relaxed. Generally speaking, relaxation is only as effective as the quality of the forcing to which it is relaxed.
For case 2, the relaxation has little effect on the low-level clouds as evidenced by the green areas (Figures 8g-8j) . In all simulations, a single-layered nighttime stratus forms by the end of day 1 (27.0-27.2 May) that later develops into a two-layered stratus cloud by early morning on day 2 (27.5-27.7 May). Figure 8f shows that the lower cloud layer (<2 km) is present in observations but that the upper layer is not. Interestingly, relaxation hardly affects this feature in the cloud mask or in cloud fraction and LWP (Figures 9e and 9h) . The simulated LWP matches observations during nighttime from 27.0 to 27.5 May (Figures 9g and 9h) , indicating the issue is in cloud location rather than LWP amount. The double-layered feature is strikingly robust, appearing to some extent for all forcings and regardless of whether or not relaxation is used. If the upper cloud were too thin, it would not be detected by the cloud radar; however, simulated liquid water content has maximum values toward the top of each layer (not shown), suggesting that both layers are substantial enough to be detected. Although the common cause of the upper cloud is puzzling, relaxation would not affect it if it also exists in the ARM_D profile used for relaxation. The development of each individual cloud feature is beyond the scope of this study, but we speculate that this feature might result from longwave cooling at the top of the inversion creating cloud top instability.
Atmospheric Horizontal Gradients
The air mass changes in case 3 present atmospheric gradients that the forcings must capture to simulate cloud features similar to observed. As seen in Figure 7i , all forcings misrepresent the q v variability. ECMWF and MS-DA are able to capture the q v dip to 7 g kg À1 between 7.0 and 7.5 May, but grossly underestimate the following increase to 20 g kg À1 , reaching a plateau at 13-14 g kg À1 . ARM forcings capture the magnitude of the dip from 7.0 to 7.5 May, but not the sharpness, and the forcings do capture the increase to 20 g kg
À1
, but it lags observations by 12-18 h. Z LCL is poorly represented by all forcings after 6.9-7.1 May, likely indicating issues representing the near-surface air flow. The stratus cloud onset at 7.5 May is delayed by 3-4 h by the simulations (Figures 8k-8o) , and its cloud fraction (Figures 9i and 9j) and LWP (Figures 9k and 9l) are underestimated by 0.4-0.8 and at least 100 g m
À2
, consistent with the dry bias in the moisture fields. Similar cloud fraction biases occur 8.0-8.5 May, but LWP agreement for some forcings is reached by~8.3 May.
It is notable that all three state-of-the-art forcings apparently fail to capture the conditions of case 3 beyond the first 12 h. This is discussed further in section 8.
Ensemble Simulations for the Flight Periods
An objective of this work is to identify case specifications that best represent the atmospheric and cloud macroscopic observations during flight periods for use in more intensive study with in situ cloud microphysical observations. As has been seen, many factors affect the time evolution of the simulated properties. Here we use averages of the time series over the flight periods to provide a succinct assessment of specification quality. We examine the relationship between the flight-period-averaged cloud fraction and LWP, the two most basic cloud macrophysical properties for which observations are available.
The flight time-averaged cloud fraction and LWP are presented as scatterplots in Figure 11 , where each point is an average over the flight period for a given simulation. Results for the 5/8 flight are not shown because most simulations are invalid following the passage of a squall line to the north of the central facility at 8.5 May. (Observations for that flight are LWP = 20.3 ± 2.5, and the cloud fraction range is 0.81-0.93.) As discussed earlier, day 1 for case 1 (5/22) contains a residual layer of moisture that activates in the early morning in advance of the main cumulus field. This cloud is not representative of the cumuli of interest here that are coupled to the surfaced processes and, as seen in Endo et al. [2015] , exhibit a different cloud microphysics character from the rest of the field. An attempt is made to approximate the main cumulus cloud field properties by removing the largest contribution of the residual layer cloud. This is done by limiting the ARSCL height field to lower levels and restricting the TSI cloud fraction and LWP observations to later times when the residual cloud loses distinction from the rest of the field. That approximation is represented by the vertical gray bar in Figure 11a , where the long vertical extent of the bar reflects the more limited ability to restrict LWP than cloud fraction.
Many of the features previously discussed are seen in these plots. For the case 1 cumulus (Figures 11a-11c) , all simulations underestimate cloud fraction on day 1 (5/22) compared to observations for the full flight period but cluster around the approximation that removes residual layer cloud. Simulations without relaxation (boxes) agree well with observations on day 1, but increasingly drift from them on successive days. Relaxation (pluses) helps maintain all simulations closer to observations, although cloud fraction is underestimated by > 0.1 on days 2 and 3. For the case 2 cumulus and drizzling stratus (Figures 11d and 11e) , the Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2014JD022713 general overestimation of LWP discussed earlier is seen, but cloud fraction is well represented by all simulations except for day 2 of ARM_D-SF. For this case, the MS-DA_d runs with and without relaxation agree best with observations. For the case 3 variable cloud types (Figures 11f and 11g) , all simulations but ECMWF perform well on day 1, and none of the simulations do well with the atmospheric gradients on day 2. Although ECMWF is an outlier here and on day 2 of case 2, it generally does remarkably well given that its forcing only benefits from using ARM soundings and satellite data but not the other local ARM observations that help constrain ARM and MS-DA. Interestingly, although relaxation helps prevent drift in the weakly forced state in case 1, it does not provide a marked improvement over the unrelaxed simulations for the other cases.
Summary and Conclusions
The goal of this study is to provide a diverse set of observation-constrained cases of continental cloudy boundary layer evolution for use by the modeling community to improve understanding of boundary layer clouds, aerosol influences upon them, and their representation in cloud-scale and global-scale models. Developing cases such as these is intended to help address a general lack of detailed continental shallow cloud cases within the community. The multiday case study periods span the temporal evolution of cumulus, stratiform, and drizzling boundary layer cloud systems, representing mixtures of cloud types and transitions that are commonly observed. The cases share a standardized modular specification for ease of use by LES and SCM modelers. We note that setting up case studies for use in LES and SCMs 
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requires some upfront thought to the configuration. For example, while shallow convection large-eddy simulations might use a model top of only~5 km for computational efficiency [e.g., Endo et al., 2015] , SCMs require the whole atmospheric profile and it would be difficult to apply a patch above 5 km after the fact. The case study data will be available from the ARM archive as a Principal Investigator (PI) Data Product that is freely available to the public (http://iop.archive.arm.gov/arm-iop/0pi-data/vogelmann/ racoro/case_studies). Further, to make the setup of cases more flexible for being restarted at 24 and 48 h from time zero for each case, additional soundings and clear-sky longwave radiative transfer calculations are provided (the already provided large-scale forcing profiles and surface fluxes are applicable continuously). Finally, the presented simulation results at 10 min resolution are available upon request from the authors.
In addition to the extensive SGP routine observations, the cases benefit from aircraft in situ constraints. A distinctive aspect of these specifications is the detailed, observation-based aerosol characterization. Measurements of aerosol number size distributions are fit to lognormal distributions for concise representation in models. Aerosol hygroscopicity, κ, is derived from CCN data, which yields values~0.10 -lower than the 0.3 typical over continents and suggestive of a large aerosol organic fraction. The aerosol specification is used in part II of this series to examine details of the simulated cloud microphysics in comparison with in situ measurements in the case 1 cumulus. In part III , the large-eddy simulations and aircraft-measured dynamical properties are used to examine the shallow cumulus parameterization used in the CAM5 SCM. The companion studies demonstrate the utility of the case study modular specification, and the three-paper series collectively provides an example for case 1 of the intended end-to-end analysis of continental boundary layer cloud multiscale processes, from observations to LES to SCM scales.
Another distinctive aspect of this study is the use of an ensemble set of large-scale forcings from three distinct methodologies, derived from ARM continuous forcing data, ECMWF forecasts, and a multiscale data assimilation system. The considerable computational load to run LES on the ensemble members and their variations (relaxation and sensitivity studies) is made tractable (although still considerable) by using trial LES, where run times that are one fifth of the full-sized LES are achieved through modest reductions in grid resolution and domain size but still capture the bulk behavior of the simulation. Trial LES, evaluated using measurements of boundary layer thermodynamics and cloud macrophysical properties, provide an efficient means of determining common factors affecting simulations and when results justify full-scale LES runs for more detailed analysis.
Although the boundary layer is strongly forced by surface fluxes over the diurnal cycle, horizontal advection flux divergence is shown to have a range of impacts, from minimal for the locally forced cumulus in case 1 to maximal for the air mass transitions in case 3. Trial simulations can help determine when large-scale forcing can be ignored (i.e., the difference between the ARM_D and ARM_D-noLS runs). We note that all three forcings apparently fail to reproduce the conditions of case 3 beyond the first 12 h, particularly the sharp q v increase after 7.5 May. It is possible that grids used by regional-scale models to generate forcings are too coarse to represent the tight gradients or high-resolution transients of importance here, or that details of location and timing are sufficiently chaotic that they were not reproduced in a particular model. While the 12 km RUC grid used by ARM and the 22 km ECMWF grid are well resolved by global model standards, they are still sufficiently coarse to require parameterized cloud processes. However, even the MS-DA, which uses a 2 km resolution in its inner domain, also did not represent the sharp gradients observed. This shortcoming has important ramifications to the generation of forcings needed by cloud modeling studies to improve process understanding and physical representations in climate models, at least when the objective is to use observations to constrain model performance. For now, pending further investigation, it seems advisable to avoid cases with large gradients that sources of large-scale forcings cannot capture.
Simulation quality depends on different factors at different times in the simulations. Initial conditions dominate over the large-scale forcing < 6 h, and differences among the forcings become important after 6-12 h. Thermodynamic relaxation can circumvent some uncertainty in the forcing data sets to improve cloud simulations; however, it is not a blanket remedy, as the relaxation term does not represent a real physical process [Randall and Cripe, 1999] forcings have accumulated sufficiently to be offset, and the level of improvement is contingent on the quality of the profile to which the simulation is being relaxed. Relaxation helps prevent the drift in the weakly forced state in case 1 but does not provide a marked improvement for the other two more strongly forced cases.
Ultimately, since these forcings, which are state of the art, fall short for the purpose of driving boundary layer cloud simulations with gross thermodynamic properties as observed, further study would be required to establish a methodology consistently capable of doing so. While this work surveyed the effects of initial conditions and different large-scale forcings on the simulations, a careful, systematic modification of different factors is required (such as that used in section 7.2) to determine a methodology for obtaining the best forcing to match the timing of cloudy periods and their properties. Particularly for weakly forced systems, the effects of fine-scale subgrid effects on the domain seem to be important to represent. Recall that surface fluxes are imposed from the forcing data and therefore prevent the connection between clouds and surface fluxes. An important factor to capturing subgrid effects likely involves a coupled surface-atmosphere treatment. Another input may be the calculation of forcings required to reproduce a particular observed condition.
Given that initial conditions dominate the beginning of the simulation over other factors investigated here, special consideration should be given to their bias error and representativeness of the variability within the domain. For example, recall that case 3 has a significant stratiform cloud, but the initial sounding is unsaturated. At the SGP site, the sounding below cloud base can be verified using Raman lidar temperature and water vapor, and those measurements may also provide information to optimize a correction when needed. Should cloud be present, ARSCL observations can indicate the atmospheric layers that must be saturated. However, some testing of this idea found that saturating the layer had little effect, suggesting that cloud water too must be added, which introduces additional methodological complexity. For example, an approximate correction to the initial conditions could be formulated based on the ARSCL cloud mask, LWP measurements, and the assumption of an adiabatic profile. Should relaxation be used, the same procedure could be applied to soundings later in the simulation since relaxation is only as effective as the quality of the profile to which it is relaxed.
Representing the variability in initial conditions caused by local-scale differences across the region is more challenging. An obvious starting point is to use ensembles of the profiles and surface forcings. For example, properly producing morning and midday cloud may require adjustments to initial profiles to reflect the variability of the cloud field shortly before and after a sounding and its effects on the RH profile. The horizontal variability of atmospheric conditions can be characterized using Raman lidar profiles around the time of the sonde (e.g., ±1 h). Similarly, the variance in the surface flux measurements within the domain should be considered since surface fluxes can make a big difference and vary substantially over the domain around the central facility. However, blindly running ensembles for all possible permutations would be computationally prohibitive and, further, it would ignore the coherency within the observations vertically and horizontally. While each atmospheric profile should be maintained as an entity, it should also be linked to the surface fluxes. Directly observing all of the profile and vertical flux pairings is beyond the capabilities of even a site as heavily instrumented as the SGP. However, sufficient sonde, Raman lidar, and surface flux measurements probably do exist to attempt a statistical (Bayesian) mosaic of the structures.
Appendix A: RACORO Observations
The CIRPAS Twin Otter flew a comprehensive payload of instruments listed in Figure A1 . For details on instrument status, data recommendations, and flight plans, see the RACORO data guide . To accurately measure quick-varying cloudy boundary layer properties with instrumentation robust enough for the operational constraints of an extended-term field campaign, when possible, a pair of instruments was deployed-a slow-response measurement providing the needed accuracy and a fastresponse measurement quantifying the variability (see discussion in .
MWRRET is routinely available and is used for analyses that cover the full-study periods. Much more accurate LWP retrievals are available for limited periods from the Mixed-phase Cloud Retrieval Algorithm (MIXCRA) [Turner, 2007] . It uses the microwave brightness temperatures and surface-based infrared radiances (8-13 μm and 3-4 μm) that, combined, yield superior retrieval to those using infrared or microwave radiances alone, in terms of uncertainty and LWP range. This is by virtue that infrared radiance provides sensitivity at small LWP (<~60 g m À2 ) where the microwave retrievals have large uncertainty, and microwave radiance is sensitive to a wide range of LWP (5 to 1000 g m À2 ) that is far beyond the 60 g m À2 where the infrared loses sensitivity. The MIXCRA algorithm reports one-sigma uncertainties that are less than 30% for LWP from 1 to 5 g m À2 and are less than 10 to 20% for LWP greater than 5 g m À2 . Our analysis removes LWP less than 1 g m À2 because they may result from haze layers (hydrated aerosol) or thin cirrus. For comparison to LES results, domain-averaged LWP, LWP, is determined by averaging clear-sky and retrieved cloud LWP over a time period (e.g., a flight period) and applying the frozen turbulence assumption (or Taylor hypothesis). For either of the retrievals, a leading source of uncertainty for broken clouds is sampling and applicability of the frozen turbulence assumption. 2. Cloud fraction. Cloud fraction estimates depend on the sensitivity and field of view of the sensor employed [e.g., Wu et al., 2014] , so two measurements are used to approximate the measurement uncertainty. The Total Sky Imager (TSI) is a hemispheric-viewing camera providing retrievals of fractional sky cover during daytime for "opaque" and "thin" clouds. Fractional sky cover can be overestimated due to scattering from cloud edges, particularly from clouds on the horizon; this effect is minimized by only using measurements from the 100°field of view. Cloud fraction is derived as 10 min averages of the TSI opaque fractional value, which is most relevant to the boundary layer clouds of interest. (Our averaging period is slightly less than the optimal 15 min interval recommended by Kassianov et al. [2005] for slightly better temporal resolution.) The other cloud fraction estimate is derived from the ARM Active Remote Sensing of Clouds (ARSCL) product [Clothiaux et al., 2000] , which determines cloud layers from combined observations from a micropulse lidar and millimeter wavelength cloud radar as clouds advect through a narrow column above the instruments. Cloud fraction is derived from the cloud frequency per time interval as described in Xie et al. [2010] , which assumes a horizontally uniform cloud field distribution (i.e., the frozen turbulence assumption). Cloud fractions are 10 min averages of fractional occurrence computed from the vertically resolved ARSCL cloud mask for clouds lower than 4 km. In simulations, cloud is defined as LWP > 1 g m À2 to approximate the lower detection limit of the sensors (e.g., MIXCRA [Goldsmith et al., 1998 ] provides high-frequency vertical profiles of the boundary layer q v [Wulfmeyer et al., 2010] , temperature [Newsom et al., 2013] , and relative humidity (RH) computed from these measurements. The native temporal and vertical resolutions of the measurements are 10 s and 7.5 m, which are averaged and provided to the community at 10 min and~75 m resolution. The automated processing algorithms [Turner et al., 2002; Newsom et al., 2013] provide one-sigma uncertainties for the random errors in q v and temperature of about 0.2 g kg À1 and 3.5 K. We assign the q v uncertainty to be its random error or 5% of the value, whichever is larger, since there is some calibration uncertainty not included in the random error. RH uncertainty is propagated from its component errors. below-cloud effects are screened by removing the measurements at cloud-base height plus one range gate lower, and removing range gates where the q v random error is greater than 1.5 g kg À1 plus one range gate lower. This screening does not always remove the effects of liquid water (drizzle), which is detected by when RH greatly exceeding 100%. In these cases, the lower uncertainty bound for q v is adjusted downward to where 100% RH would be reached assuming that the mean temperature is accurate (temperature channels are not affected by liquid water Raman scattering). Postscreened data 300 to 500 m above the surface are averaged using a 1 h moving window to produce midboundary layer-averaged q v , T; and RH , where eight valid measurements are required per average. The 500 m top altitude is chosen because it is generally being below cloud base for our three cases. The 300 m floor is the minimum altitude for valid Raman lidar retrievals because of receiver overlap considerations. The high spatial and temporal resolution of the Raman lidar data are valuable for assessing the simulated boundary layer evolution; however, it is a point measurement that cannot represent the total variation across the model-simulated domain.
Appendix C: Measurements of Aerosol Size Distribution and Cloud Condensation Nuclei
Aerosol size distributions were measured by the CIRPAS Twin Otter using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) and a Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP)-100X with a SPP-200 electronic upgrade. The SMPS makes size-resolved measurements of dry aerosol particle diameter (at 10% relative humidity) from 12-600 nm every~60 s, and the PCASP from 100-2200 nm at 1 Hz. The PCASP was calibrated using polystyrene latex beads that have a real refractive index of 1.59 and yields number concentrations in good agreement with the SMPS in the size overlap region of the two instruments (100-600 nm).
Aerosol size distribution profiles were generated from measurements made during aircraft spirals performed at the beginning and end of each flight. Each spiral took about 600 s and ranged from 150 m above-ground level (AGL) to about 450 m above cloud top . SMPS and PCASP data were binned into 100 m height intervals and cloud screened using LWC measured at 1 Hz by the CAS. A SMPS or PCASP sample was removed if LWC ≥ 0.001 g m À3 during its measurement (i.e., at anytime during the 60 s SMPS cycle or for the concurrent 1 Hz PCASP measurement). An average size distribution was first computed separately for the SMPS and PCASP data for each 100 m interval. Then a single size distribution is generated by combining the SMPS and PCASP data via a weighted average of the number concentrations in the size overlap region, where the weights transition from 1.0 SMPS and 0.0 PCASP at 100 nm to 0.0 SMPS and 1.0 PCASP by 600 nm.
CCN measurements used in this analysis were made at multiple supersaturations (SS i ) using a Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT) Dual-Column CCN Spectrometer (CCN-200). One column was held constant at 0.2% supersaturation and reported at 1 Hz. The second column scanned downward through five supersaturations (0.80, 0.57, 0.40, 0.28, and 0.20) in about 25 min before initiating a new cycle. The scanned results are also provided at 1 Hz, but measurements are only valid when instrument stability criteria are met (such as the temperature difference across the column plates yielding the desired supersaturation). The nominal values of supersaturation were estimated from instrument settings and calibration information; however, when the instrument operates under conditions different from which it was calibrated (e.g., different pressures), the actual supersaturations can be significantly different and vary with environmental conditions. Actual supersaturations were calculated for the two columns using a detailed model of the instrument [Lance et al., 2006] by E. Andrews and J. Ogren of NOAA (available in the RACORO Intensive Observation Period Data Archive as "Adjusted Cloud Condensation Nuclei Concentrations"). For example, the five scanning supersaturations from the 22 May flight are decreased from their nominal values of (0.80, 0.57, 0.40, 0.28, and 0.20) to their actual values of (0.53, 0.40, 0.30, 0.23, and 0.19) , where the greatest differences occur at the highest supersaturations.
Screening criteria were applied to the CCN to remove spurious points. Similar to the cloud screening for the PCASP and SMPS, CCN measurements are removed when LWC ≥ 0.001 g m
À3
.
(This is conservative as the condensation nuclei measurements did not appear to be affected by cloud droplet "splashing") (E. Andrews, personal communication, 2011) . To assure stability for the CCN measurements made by the scanning column, we verified that the temperature across the column plates was correct for the given Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 10.1002/2014JD022713 supersaturation (i.e., not in transition between temperatures). Also, after a given supersaturation was reached, the first 1 min CCN average was removed because it often was not yet stable. This procedure was verified through comparison of the 0.2% supersaturation CCN values from the scanning column to those from the column fixed at 0.2%.
Appendix D: κ Derivation From Aircraft Observations
Based on κ-Köhler theory [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007] , κ relates the minimum saturation ratio, S c,i , required to activate a dry aerosol particle diameter, D c,i , where σ s/a is the surface tension of the solution droplet, M w and ρ w are, respectively, the molar mass and density of water, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Following Petters and Kreidenweis 
A κ is determined for each spiral profile from the measured pairs of CCN i and SS i , and the three-mode fits of the aerosol size distributions from section 3.1 with fixed geometric mean diameter and standard deviation. Since CCN i measurements per SS i were only made once every 25 min, each flight provides a sample of the vertical variation of CCN i , but all SS i are not necessarily measured at the same height intervals. Thus, we combine the CCN i per SS i into a single flight average and, correspondingly, perform our analysis using the height average of the aerosol size distribution profile. Since there are two spirals per flight each yielding a profile of size distribution, κ is derived for each spiral using the same flight-averaged CCN i , which is found to yield essentially the same κ value (discussed in main text).
The lower limit of the integral in equation (D1), D c,i , is a function of κ (see equation (D2)). Thus, κ is solved using a Levenberg-Marquardt least squares fit [Markwardt, 2009] As discussed in the main text, the observed CCN spectra agree well with that computed from the resulting κ and the height-averaged size distributions, supporting the analysis procedure.
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A second analysis checked this result by determining κ directly from the observations, without the use of the fitted size distributions or least squares fitting. D c,i was determined from the SMPS data by integrating the size spectrum from large to small sizes until the number of particles equaled CCN i ; the smallest SMPS diameter in the integration was taken to be D c,i . For each SS i , κ was computed using the values obtained for D c,i and S c,i in equation (D1). The results yielded similarly low κ, although with a bit more variability (not shown).
